
 

 

y’all is on the hunt for a Senior Interactive Developer to join our nimble, lean machine of a team! Reporting to 
the Director of Creative Technology, you'll be responsible for dreaming up and building beautiful work for the 
web. 

On any given day, you may be: Creating interactive web experiences and microsites, adding that extra bit of 
shine to a website, building out reusable component libraries, working with designers and artists to iterate 
prototypes, or experimenting across platforms and technologies. 
 
Core must-haves 

● You’re a great human with an eye for design and motion. You’ve got that unique je-ne-sais-quoi ability 
to execute animation and creative interaction with a high level of polish and attention to detail. 
:chefskiss: 

● You love concepting and collaborating, turning ideas into prototypes, and iterating those prototypes 
into real shippable product and web presence. 

● You bring an excellent knowledge of React and modern Javascript to the table, and build for reuse. 
● You have experience building with the best of the modern JS cloud. Emphasis on JAMStack (Gatsby, 

Next.js) 
● Comfort working in a fast-paced, deadline-driven workflow 
● Live and work in the EST or CST time zones. (We’re 100% remote!) 

Nice-to-haves (but not deal-breakers!) 

● Experience with 2D and 3D animation on the web, such as WebGL, ThreeJS, Paper, Pixi, etc. 
● Full-stack coding, such as writing serverless functions and API integrations 
● Experience with TypeScript 

Learn more. Do more. Be more. Are you looking for your next challenge? Break out of the boxes you've been 
put in and come join us. Apply online or shoot us an email at join@itsyall.com with your resume and your 
favorite thing you’ve built lately! We can't wait to hear from y'all. 

y’all is a small-but-mighty creative agency based in NYC, with team members across the country. We offer 
flexible schedules, competitive pay, benefits, and PTO, and we're proud to be an equal opportunity employer. 
All qualified candidates from all backgrounds are encouraged to apply. 

https://forms.monday.com/forms/06ae970d20e1e1501bd0d5eabc9a1122

